AngelStar Worry Stones™ Quick Facts

AngelStar’s Worry Stone™ is the original Angel Worry Stone. A smooth oval-shaped stone that you can carry in your pocket, purse, or almost anywhere.

The first Worry Stone™ was created in 1999 as a gift for a dear Aunt suffering from cancer who was in a constant state of worry and hopelessness. She was given the stone and told to simply, “Give her worries to the angels.” Her change in attitude was almost immediate and she never went anywhere without it from that day forward.

In 2001, the positive response from Aunt Margaret and friends brought the first Worry Stone™ to market.

The wildly successful Stones are now offered in a number of variations including Angel Stones, Cross Stones, Wishing Stars, Blessing Stones, Guardian Wing Stone, the Four Leaf Clover Stone, Awareness Stones, Serenity Hearts, Serene Angel Stones, Travel Angels, Dream Stars and the Photo Stone. AngelStar Stones have become more popular with each year that passes.

AngelStar offers five Awareness Stones in yellow, red, green, purple and pink ribbons to help benefit multiple causes and aid research and patient support programs.

The Stone process takes almost 3 days to complete for each stone! Craftsmen hand paint and finish each design before placing them by hand inside the resin stone individually. Once hardened, the Stones are sanded and polished with specialized equipment and a great deal of skill.

The Four Leaf Clover Stone holds a REAL four leaf clover and no two are alike!

The innovative, new patent-pending Photo Stones can be personalized with photos of loved ones or special messages and sayings.